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THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU
Thank you to everyone who has responded to my requests for information and contributions. Thank you to
Lisa and Geoff, who got a PC, although not because I asked (!), to Marquita and Rob, who also got a PC,
to members of CMOC, COC and NWOC who provided a stunning amount of information, to the Stewarts
of COC who allowed themselves to be conned into providing the Central Chatterbox, to NWOC and CMOC
for the last two events I went to, to everyone who emailed me good stuff, especially the editors of the
Dunedin OC newsletter, to Clubs throughout the country (the world) who send me their newsletters so that
I can sorrow their stuff, to my Mum and Dad, also the Academy, thank you, thank you, thank you.
A special thankyou to Jill for sending me an excellent article, carefully copied onto a Macintosh disk! (But
fear not, because now I have access to a computer/scanner with Optical Character Recognition. That
means I can scan typed text, then actually recognise it as text and put it into the newsletter. It doesn't
work very well on third generation faxes though!)
And a reminder to my loyal correspondents: you may not believe this, but it is true, ask any trained typist:
There are two spaces after a full stop, (and none before a comma.)
If you don't put that second space in, I have to go through and put it in for you.
MARK, FEELING MUCH BETTER ABOUT BEING EDITOR, LETS SEE IF WE CAN KEEP IT UP,
THANKS!

A SHORT RED WHINGE
Once again, the curse of courses that are too long.
I have the privilege to travel to events with two "Short Reds" who tend to complain rather a lot if their
"Short Red" courses aren't short at all.
It is common to choose course length for Red courses according to Estimated Winning Time. Sounds
easy, common practice, no problem. Not quite true for minor events though. Remember that when there
are only a small number of courses in any given technical grade, you are forcing people to run shorter or
longer than they usually run.
I don't think it comes as any surprise that no-one minds running a shorter course, but people hate running
a longer course. So please, make Short Red and Orange shorter, not longer. Cater for the median, not
the winner, when a course is intended for a large range of abilities.
What choice did my Short Red friends have? Orange? Hahaha! It was longer still. The same applies:
Orange courses have been too long, far too long. They are always aimed at the median, not the winner.
You may object that the difference between Long Red and Short Red will then be too great. Could this be
because the Long Red is too long as well? Last weekend at Reeve's Farm only four people ran Course 1,
and one of those did it because he copied the wrong course by accident (oops).
For minor events with restricted numbers of courses, you can't use the results to prove that courses were
the right length; because lots of runners are being forced away from their correct technical grade, to run an
easier course, in order to get around it in a reasonable time.
MARK
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CALENDAR

The editor takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the following information which has been collated from m
sources and no-one tells him anything anyway so he just makes most of it up. Please call Club Secretaries for
confirmation, although no-one tells them either. (C) Central: Rae Powell 624 1513 (CM) Counties-Manukau: L
Brighouse 09 298 8380 (NW) NorthWest: Marquita Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: David Nevin 09 4
2415 (H) Hamilton: Jim Barr 07 856 9501 (P) Pinelands: Lyndon Haugh 07 886 9671 (T) Taupo: Alison Mensen
378 0577 (R) Rotorua: Andrew Wilson 07 348 7694 (E) Egmont: Annie Sanderson 07 753 3541.

1-3

NW

Queen's Birthday 3 Day event Auahine Topu/Otakanini Topu, pre-entry, too late
Setters Mike Beveridge and Lesley Stone, controllers Dave Melrose and Keith Stone.

PAPO Canterbury Champs, Craigmore
Tue 4th

CM

Wed 5th

C

Thu 6th

NW

Club meeting, 19:30, Mead residence, 10B Patuone Avenue, Devonport
All NorthWest Club members welcome

Sat 8th

C

Central Orienteering Club Planning Day, 10:00-17:00, details this issue
32 Bolton St, Blockhouse Bay, all Central Club members very welcome indeed

8-14

Sun 9th

Sun 16th

Club meeting, 19:30, Pilbrow residence, Bombay
All Counties-Manukau Club members welcome
Club meeting, 19:30, McGivern residence, 46 Hope Farm Road, Pakuranga
All Central Club members welcome

Junior World Championships, Romania
Richard Bolt
NW

Muriwai, special Secondary Schools event, 3 courses
Orienteers welcome, but self-start / self-finish / expect no mercy etc etc
Setter Rob Garden, course closure 12:00, so starts 10:00-11:00ish

H

CDOA OY3 Kairangi, newly remapped farmland/bush; "Awesome" - Shaun Collins
N League: Central v Rotorua Counties Manukau v Pinelands/Taupo, Off Roto-oRangi Road, signs from Leamington turnoff from SH1 S of Cambridge. 11:00-13:00

Wh

Gumtown, 11:00-12:00

C

Pulpit Rock, Woodhill, Autumn Series, 10:00-12:30 , Variety of pine forest and
farmland on sand dunes, steepish. Signposted just outside Muriwai, reached from
SH16 (NorthWest motorway), easy access. Setter Bruce Horide, controller Mark
Roberts, 5 courses: Red 6km, Red 3.5km, Orange 3km, Yellow 2km, White 1.5km

P

Crossing, farmland, 11:00-13:00

Tues 18th NW

Auckland Secondary Schools Championships, Kaipara Knolls
Setter Stan Foster, Controller Marquita Gelderman
3
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Sun 23rd

H

Kapamahunga, steepish farmland/bush, 11:00-13:00
Old Mountain Road, signs Te Pahu turnoff west of Whatawhata on SH23.

Sun 30th

C

Auckland Domain, 10:00-12:30, 4 courses, start at grassy knoll behind Museum.
Setter Terry Nuthall, controller Tom Davies, coordinator May Young

4

JULY 1996
Tue 2nd

CM

Club meeting, 19:30, Shuker residence, Waiuku
All Counties-Manukau Club members welcome

Wed 3rd

C

Club meeting, 19:30, Powell Residence, 23A Fernleigh Avenue, Epsom
All Central Club members welcome

Thu 4th

NW

Club meeting, 19:30, Middleton residence, 24 Shanaway Rise, Glenfield
All NorthWest Club members welcome

Sun 7th

Wh

AOA OY1, Slipper Lake, Mangawhai, starts 10:00-13:00
Mainly fast open forest with some slower running for longer courses. Starting at the
beach, on the north end of the map. Entry from the Forest Headquarters gate. 15
minutes walk to start; 8 courses, as per the 1995 format; controller Rhys Thompson.

8-14

Junior World Championships, Vilcea, Romania

Wed 10th

Deadline for entries for Wairarapa Winter Classic, 21st July

12,13

C

Silva New Zealand National Secondary Schools Champs, Woodhill
Setter/Controller Stewart family, coordinator Tom Davies, assistance welcomed.

Sun 14th

(NW

Ngapuketurua, Promotional CANCELLED)

R

CDOA OY4, 11:00-13:00
Northern League: Counties-Manukau v Hamilton, NorthWest v Pinelands/Taupo

CM

AOA OY2, Waiuku Forest, signposted from Waiuku, 10:00-12:30
Setter Rod Pilbrow, Controller Wayne Aspin, $6 Senior $4 Junior, $16 Family
Northern League NorthWest v Rotorua, Central v Hamilton

Y

Wairarapa Winter Classic, Blodslitet endurance event, Glenroy

Sun 21st

22-26

O-Ringen, Sweden

27-28

TWALK - Canterbury Twenty Four Hour event

Sun 28th

C

Streets / parks, Farm Cove or it could be Carrington, 10:00-12:30
Coordinator May Young, volunteers for officers wanted please!

Tue 30th
4

H

Rose Gardens / Sandford Park, Hamilton, 11:00-13:00

Wh

Winstones, 11:00-12:00
World Cup 4 (Short O) Sweden
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August 1996

23,24
26
C

3
4

December 1996

11
17
18
19
21
24
25

NW
T
C

C
H
T
Wh

31 -1

World Cup 5 Norway
Sixteen Mile, AOA OY3
World Cup 6 (Relay) Norway
CDOA OY5, Karapiti
World Cup 7 (Relay) Switzerland
AOA OY4, Ngapuketurua, Cory-Wrights
World Cup 8 (Short O) Switzerland
World Cup 9 Switzerland
World Cup 10 France
Streets/parks, One Tree Hill / MtStJohn
Hamilton Lake
Opepe
Omu Creek (?)
World Rogaine Ch, Mt Singleton, W Aust

September 1996
1
8
15
22
28-6
29

CM
H
NW
C
Wh
P
Oz
C
H

AOA OY5, Whiriwhiri Maioro
CDOA OY6 MtEliza
Karamatura
AOA OY6, Te Heke
Mair Park
Hodderville (?)
Aussie Championships, Tasmania
Southern Cross Junior Challenge
Streets / parks, Carrington
Kairangi, Cambridge

1
3
8
10
17
21
29
31

Wellington Championships
Summer Series

HB
C
H
Wh
C
C
C
PAPO
PAPO

Rogaine, Smedley
Summer Series
Waikato University
Mangawhai
Summer Series
Summer Series
Summer Series
A-NZ Warmup, Bottle Lake
A-NZ Challenge Individuals, Dalethorpe

January 1997
1
2

PAPO A-NZ Model, Craigmore
PAPO A-NZ Relays, Craigmore

NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND

October 1996
6

NW
P
13
Wh
T
19,20 CM

Otakanini Topu, AOA OY7
Hodderville (?)
Phoebe's Lake (?)
CDOA OY7
Auckland Champs & Trials & NRL
Harkers Reserve & Four Seasons
26-28 HB
"Blossom" 3 Day event, A-NZ trial
PAPO MTB/Club/Night/Train-O, Hanmer Springs

November 1996
3

C
H

5
C
9,10 E
12
C
16,17 D
17
Wh
19
C

AOA Relay Champs, Velvet Downs
Glenora, Wharepapa South
Auckland Primary Schools Champs
Summer Series
CDOA Ch, Ratapipi/Mangamahoe, trial
Summer Series
South island Champs, Otago, A-NZ Trial
Kioreroa Road
Summer Series

It was good to get back into real orienteering
terrain (as Ralph King might say) - Woodhill forest
on our back doorstep. Sasha and Dave Middleton
produced some excellent and challenging courses
on Ngapuketurua, with the Blue Gums camp area
proving to be a popular event centre - heaps of
parking, handy to the main road, and a confidence
course set among the pines.
5
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I especially enjoyed some of the beautiful mossy
valleys, criss-crossed with deer trails, in the native
bush, despite my erratic navigation.
Aeons ago we had a map in the vicinity of
Rangitoto College, and on 11th May the annual
North Harbour cross-country run was held there by
North Shore Bays Athletics club. Well done to
Kirsten Ambler who took second place in the
4300m senior women's race in 17 mins 36s (just
26s behind the winner).

Patuone Avenue, Devonport.
The July meeting will be held 19:30 on Thursday
4th July at the Middleton residence, 24 Shanaway
Rise, Glenfield.
Every NorthWest Club member is welcome to
come along and be involved with club decisions.

Preparations and course-setting are well under way
for the three day event at Queen's Birthday
weekend. It is years since we have used Auahine
Topu and Otakanini Topu maps with their fast open
pine forest and complex dune terrain.

CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX

LISA MEAD 445 4555

Sorry but...
The 14 July event at Ngapuketurua is cancelled.
Due to access issues to part of the map, lots of
other events on the map this year, and plenty of
orienteering on offer, with an OY the weekends
before and after.

People
Best Wishes to Alison Stone and Trevor Carswell
who recently became engaged.
A big thankyou to John Watson who recently
resigned after a busy 18 months in office as
NorthWest Club President. We appreciate your
hard work for NWOC, in addition to your efforts for
the AOA. Our Vice President is consequently
promoted into the limelight as President congratulations to Dave Middleton.
Is there a connection between Lorri O'Brien's
uncharacteristic DNF at Ngapuketurua, and Chris
O'Brien's 50th birthday celebrations the night
before? We hear Chris was resplendent in Welsh
national costume, complete with leeks.

Secondary Schools
After intense competition so far in the Secondary
Schools Series the leaders are Simon Thorpe
(Birkenhead) and Nic Foster (Rutherford), first
equal in Senior Boys. Simon was also in our best
placed relay team at the Nationals.
With 2 events to go, Natalie Rouse leads Fiona
Monks in the Senior Girls.

Next club meeting
The June NorthWest club meeting is at 19:30 on
Thursday 6th June at the Mead home, 10B
6

At the latest O Social held by the club, the
responsibility of the column was passed to my
family, and in turn on to me. So any pieces of
information you have (successes and failures,
sporting or not) should be passed on to me at
5755-695 or at an event. Any member of the family
will do, as most of them are reliable enough to pass
on a message. Please do contribute, as I assure
you that the day-to-day life of the Stewart family
does not make interesting reading.

Travels
Rob Crawford reports that he is off for 3 months to
Australia, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, France,
Australia, back on 7th October. There is a whole
bunch of elites and others going to Europe this
year.
To Central Club members Alistair, Darren, Rob J,
Rob C and Richard all the best for their time
competing overseas in the next few months.
Special congratulations to Richard Bolt, selected to
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represent NZ at the Junior World Championships.
Alistair Landels has been recording some fine
times in Eastern Europe for the first World cup
events. In case you haven't heard them yet, he
was 27th in WC1 with 79:48 for 14.31km, beating
the first Australian by nearly 6 minutes, and 32nd in
WC2 with 87:44 for 15.6km beating the first
Australian by 7 and a half minutes. Not bad at all
considering he was competing with a bad cold.
Alistair Landels is to become a father; his wife
Clare is expecting sometime around December
1996.
The most recent Central social was well attended,
with about 25 people turning out for an evening of
wining, dining and chatting. Rob J was the official
speaker, showing some slides and a video of last
year's World Cup and talking about his time there.
Thanks Rob, it was most interesting and we really
enjoyed it (Andy obviously thoroughly enjoyed it as
his interjections were plentiful). You have a very
impressive knowledge of the world's top orienteers.
It also gave everyone a chance to have a look at
the 96 World Veteran Champs maps.

Club planning day

7

Correspondent was accepted by my family on the
condition that we received help to run the National
Secondary Schools Champs, which are being held
on Friday 12th and Saturday 13th of July. This is a
Central-run event and although only its junior
members will be competing, there is going to be
much Central help required on these two days.
Please schedule it into your calendar.
Thanks very much for your cooperation.

Next club meetings
The June meeting will be on the 5th at the
McGivern residence, 46 Hope Farm Road,
Pakuranga.
All Central Club members are
welcome.
The July meeting will be on the 3rd at the Powell
residence, 23A Fernleigh Avenue, Epsom.
MARK STEWART 575-5695

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS

You are invited to a Central Orienteering Club
Planning Day, Saturday 8th June 10:00-17:00, 32
Bolton Street, Blockhouse Bay.
We want your help to improve the organisation of
the Central Orienteering Club, what it achieves,
and the services it provides to its members. As
one of New Zealand's richest clubs, in talent,
resources, and cash, we have great potential.
Maybe we can realise that potential better.
• What do you want from your Club?
•

What help or resources do you want?

• How can you help?
• What should we do differently?
• What should we do better?
Tea/coffee and lunch provided; meeting facilitator is
Rob Crawford.

New members
Welcome to Alex (M50) and Frances (W50) Weir of
Hillsborough, and John Fuell (M35) and Caroline
Brammer (W21) of St. Mary's Bay.

Secondary Schools Champs
And now a sort of an ultimatum. The job of Club

The May committee meeting was cancelled
because we are so well organised that all business
was done the month before.
As there is no trophy for the M70+ grade at
present, CMOC will present one to this year's
7
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winner Ken Green. The trophy will be called the
Athol Oldfield Memorial Trophy, and will be backdated to include previous winners Athol in 1993
and Ralph King in 1994 and 1995.

Next Club meetings
The June Club meeting is at the Pilbrow residence
in Bombay at 19:30 on Tuesday 4th. All CountiesManukau Club members are welcome.
The July Club meeting is at the Shuker residence in
Waiuku at 19:30 on Tuesday 2nd.

At the Development Squad South Island mobile
camp in December, we discussed using a system
or a set of steps for every leg of your course. To
some people, it meant looking at a course they'd
run to figure out the order they'd done things in - if
it did have an order at all. They then needed to
make a conscious plan of how they'd approach
each leg in the next course they did.
By applying a system, you are simplifying the huge
amount of information the map supplies, and by
being consistent in following your plan for every
leg, you eliminate potential errors.

SALLY PILBROW 09 236 0303 The most common system (or mnemonic) used is
CARE which stands for Control, Attack point, Route
choice and Exit direction. People who use this
system plan the next leg ahead of time (even if it
means standing at the last control while you plan),
in this order.
The three Auckland Clubs combined to run the
the control, building up a mental picture of the
Clayton 3 Day event - "the event you have when C
features
and terrain around the control (inside the
you're not having an event" - on Puketapu, Selwyn
Road and Waiuku South. All of them maps which circle.)
have given good service over the years.
A
choosing an attack point, something easier to
find
than
the control itself.
Rob Garden, fresh from his win in the Milo 7 Day,
choosing a route to the attack point.
was the best performer on the "White" courses, R
although chased by David Melrose, Paul Dalton E
deciding on the exit direction from the control
and Mark McKenna.
Carey Martin, Judith (taking a bearing, or noting the feature that will lead
Harzenmoser (Switzerland) and Jeanine Browne you out towards the next control.)
were the top women on the same course.
There are variations, such as RACE and RABE
OY4 on Telephone Track, and the Hamilton Club's (with "B" representing Backstop.) Systems vary
event on Jock Stronach's Matanga map were held from person to person, and from terrain to terrain.
on the same day. I went to my old stamping
grounds at Waihi, where I was beaten by Phil It may take time to get used to, or find a system for
Mellsop and Reville Gillard in M55, while Jeanine you. But it will be worth it!
went to Woodhill where she had a good win over
ANTONIA WOOD [HVOC] IN "TALES OF WOA"
Carey and Katie Fettes. Note the W40 places Judy Tuck, Jill Evans, Jeanette Boswell and Marie
Fisken; and the M35: Colin Battley, Graham
Fisken, Colin Bray.

ARCHIVES JUNE'86

ATHOL OLDFIELD

The NZ team to compete in Tasmania was
selected, but because of defections and injuries it
was changed next month.

22nd October 1922 - 14th April 1996

On behalf of Counties-Manukau Orienteering Club I
KEN BROWNE [CMOC] would like to extend our condolences to Doreen
and family.
Athol was a long-standing member of the Club, well
liked and respected. He was not what you might
call a serious sportsman, in that he probably never
went
on a long training run, or completed serious
Do you have a plan when you approach each leg of
training
schedules prior to a major event. He just
a course, or do you hope everything falls into place
liked
to
complete his course to the best of his
as you go along and that you'll just happen to bang
ability,
enjoying
the map-reading and the physical
into the control?

HAVING A SYSTEM
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and mental challenge that orienteering gives. If he
did not win, it was always taken in the best of spirit,
a fine example to us all.
But if he did win, it was the icing on the cake. One
such occasion was at Kaipara Knolls, when he
defeated the redoubtable Ralph King in the first
ever M70 grade at a NZ Championships. Ralph
was later heard to say that Athol was a far better
orienteer than he'd ever given him credit. Before
then, Athol had represented NZ in M60 and M65 in
1984 and 1988.
Athol was a loyal, hardworking member of our
Club, always ready to give a hand, always doing
his share. Jack Lawrence said he always envied
Athol's energy and vitality, and he hoped he would
be like that when he reached Athol's age.
I'll remember Athol as the tall snowy-haired fella in
the perennial green O suit, his congenial chuckle
and his smile.

9
musician himself. It was because of him that a
piano appeared in our home when I was eight, and
we all had lessons. Not to mention the stereo
player that he built himself!
He took us tramping in the country; in the wild wild
places, at Stoney Bay at first, and gave us a
fabulous appreciation for the natural world and the
wide open spaces. He loved to travel and camp,
and we love those things because of the training he
gave us.
He was extremely observant; and made sure that
we observed, and remembered; read maps, and
that we always knew where we were. Especially in
the bush. No wonder that in late middle age he
took to orienteering like a duck to water. He was a
natural at that kind of thing.

We will miss you, Dad. We will miss your sense of
humour, the arguments, the teasing, the yarns and
stories about the past. We'll miss you playing "Tea
for two", jazzed up on the piano. We'll even miss
WAYNE ASPIN, PRESIDENT CMOC the whistling and crackle of the ham radio set
He gave us a sense of stability, which is hard to warming up and the conversations of the ham net
come by nowadays. He wouldn't even move on Sunday mornings. The radio and electronic junk
house. "I'll leave here in a box," he said, and that's lying about the shed, and the gadgets that you
how it turned out. He was interested in his kids, he invented made of parts recovered from the dump.
was involved with us.
He encouraged our And your technical know-how when it came to
enquiring minds, and always answered our fixing anything that didn't work.
questions, even if we sometimes didn't quite grasp We'll miss all those things, but most of all we will
what he was on about. His technical answers were miss you. You had a good life, a full life, and now,
highly technical, and if today I am still not quite sure even though it's hard to say goodbye, we say
how something works, that's not his fault.
"goodbye Dad, and thankyou for being you and for
He was quite adamant that we should think for being there."
ourselves, and not take anyone's word for it. The
KATH
result of all of this independent thinking, that our
conclusions weren't necessarily the same as his, Dad was bom in 1922 into a fine, upstanding,
he found much trickier to deal with!
staunchly Methodist dairy farming family from
He was in favour of education, even though his Otaua, Waiuku.
own formal education ended early, in the third form. The youngest by nine years with three siblings, he
As the father of a large family of girls (and one son) had it relatively easy - if you can call trudging
he never even hinted that we might not be as good, barefoot three miles over frosty ground to school
or have lower aims, because of our gender. Once each day "easy" (after milking that is). He was,
when I was about 12 and told him that "girls don't however, by all accounts more indulged than the
do maths" he immediately said, "Who said girls older kids, and photos of Dad as a youngster show
can't do maths? Of course they can do maths." why - with his cheeky grin (this was before he lost
Later he said that "of course" girls can be doctors, his teeth!), he could charm anyone, even his stern
or anything that they put their minds to.
mother Mary. My Auntie Ruth, his older sister, said
"Athol
would just keep persevering until he got his
Later in life I came to realise that this was unusual
own
way"...
a trait we all termed stubbornness
for those times, in the late 1950's and early 1960's.
(and one which we all inherited!).
But it gave me the confidence I needed to go into
the scientific study I took up and to ignore whatever It was pretty obvious to all that dairy farming
pressures there might have been to the contrary.
(equals early mornings) wasn't to be his vocation He gave our family music, as he was a fair he had a predeliction for engines, radios and things
9
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driven by electricity. He built his first crystal set at
age 13 and with a later interest in Morse code he
eventually joined the ham radio scene, where he
was known by his call sign ZL1ABW. As kids we
would stand by Dad's "rig" in the evenings, listening
to him tap-tapping away "working the Russkies",
amazed that our Dad could "speak Russian!"
With school finished by 14, he started his motor
mechanic apprenticeship at a local garage but this
was interrupted by world War II when he was called
up for the Army. He later joined the Air Force as
part of the ground crew and so began another
lifelong fascination - for things aeronautical.
The war over, it was back to the garage to
complete his trade and earn some money to
indulge his other passions - fast motorbikes (he
rode a 1939 Royal Enfield), fast cars (he never
owned one, just drove like he did!) and women (not
fast ones!). His parents were shocked to find out
he was not only taking girls out but going dancing
with them, an unthinkable activity for a good
Methodist son!
It was at a dance that Dad met Mum and another
love blossomed... or so they told it. Actually Mum
confessed one day that Dad almost blew it early on
in their courtship by combing his hair after a
summer swim at Takapuna Beach. She thought
him disgustingly vain and almost dumped him! But
photos in his 20's show him as a handsome lad
and I guess she couldn't resist.
The marriage bit over, they set about producing
and rearing six children (all done in the proper
order in those days!) with Dad employed as a
linesman/faultsman for the Franklin Electric Power
Board. The usual blustery West Coast winters with
lines down every wet night meant there was plenty
of overtime. Whilst Mum would be at home in bed
relishing the rain on the corrugated iron roof (or
tending to snuffly, coughing children), Pa would be
driving over winding metal Manukau Heads roads
and then up poles restoring power so that the
milking could be done on time the next day.
After work, Dad would be found in his shed running
his own business, repairing and rewinding motors.
If he wasn't busy doing this or on his ham radio, he
was making things, usually of an electronic nature.
There isn't one electrical gadget in our house that
Dad hasn't either repaired or partially or wholly built
from scratch.
Even our stereo, a contraption that only he and I
knew how to operate, and something that was
always a source of mirthful disbelief for my friends
10
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In our teenage years. "Wow, your Dad build that?
Does it go?" Of course I didn't fully appreciate how
clever Dad was with mechanical engineering
problems either until I had left home. I remember
one summer back from Varsity, sitting with Dad in
his shed, chatting, watching him use his bandsaw.
"Where did you get that Dad?" His casual reply?
"Oh I built it. " Every part on it had been given to
him by a cheery farmer from their junk pile and
reworked and built into an awesome piece of
machinery. A testament to his philosophy in life
that everything has or might have a use, Dad's
hoarding tendency and his Scottish ancestry
combined to make a shed almost as remarkable as
Jim Snedden's!
My earliest memories are of Dad working in his
shed with the smell of shellac (a resin coating used
for insulation) wafting out from the oven in which he
"cooked" his finished motors. Jazz on the radio
and later the same tunes played for us in his afterlunch medley at the piano, always with a version of
"Tea for Two" worked in.
In the school holidays, if I was lucky, I was allowed
to go to work with Dad. Perched high on the edge
of the Landrover truck seat (no seat belts in those
days!) as it rattled and bumped over the road Dad
would put up with my chatter and incessant why,
why, why questions. He was one of the best
geography teachers I ever had, explaining the land
forms and processes and pointing out the old Maori
Pa sites along the way. And any physics I
understand is thanks to Dad, especially the
workings of electricity - no holiday down country
was complete without a detour by (and usually a
tour through) at least one hydroelectric power
station. The South Island was always a bonus
especially if we went anywhere near the McKenzie
Basin!
It was from Dad I learnt a lot of history as well,
especially if it had any connections with engines or
engineering feats. He enjoyed the bush and
tramping, and many a holiday was spent walking
into old dams or along disused Kauri logging lines.
In his later years Dad particularly enjoyed
caravanning trips down the South Island's West
Coast fossicking in the old goldmining areas... a
Scotsman's way of winning Lotto!
His other loves included making wine, (a fact that
would make his parents turn in their graves!) and of
course orienteering. I was about six or seven when
Mum and Dad were introduced to orienteering by
our friends, and then next-door-neighbours Phyl
and Jim Snedden. For a while I played in the forest
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at the event centres whilst Mum and Dad and dog
Mitzi would go on courses together. And then I got
interested too, so I tagged along. Dad would be
mumbling about following "this contour line around"
and Mum would be carefully setting bearings, then
off we would go. My legs were only about as long
as our dachshund's then, so it was always a bit
exhausting keeping up with Dad. And for years I
would spend all my time looking on the ground for
this contour line Dad was following. I thought Dad
had pretty awesome sight because I was a lot
closer to the ground and I still couldn't see it!
We had great times as a family orienteering and
travelled a lot with the sport. I don't think Mum and
Dad would have gone overseas as much if it hadn't
been for orienteering tempting them there with
plenty of friends to run against and then swap tall
stories with afterward. Dad had a great reverence
for forests and he often said he would be a happy
man if he could die running through the trees.
I'm sorry Dad that you weren't granted that wish,
but I like to think that heaven has a forest and
you're there now. You deserve it - you were a
good man and a big presence in my life, our lives.
Always there, dependable, solid, generous with
your time and your knowledge, and quietly
encouraging. You taught me a lot, not the least of
which includes taking time to observe, to listen, to
question. Most of all you taught me to respect and
to enjoy what we have.
Thanks Dad for being who you were. We're going
to miss you.
ROBYN
Faithfulness and loyalty were the watchwords of
Athol's life. No guy could have been more loyal to
his family and his kids. He stuck to one job in the
Power Board for most of his life, not because he
was enamoured of it, but because he had a family
to feed and clothe and educate.

At orienteering he was always available for, not
only the big jobs of course setting, but the dunny
digging, the collecting in of controls on a rainy day.
Never putting himself forward but always there.
His friendships were the same, made for life. His
Ham friends, his O friends, our camping pals, and
above all his kids. He never criticized their choice
of jobs and mates or places to live, he gave them
free choice. They came back to bless him.
Well done good and faithful servant, and enter into
the joy...
DOREEN OLDFIELD

KEEPING
MOTIVATED TO RUN
Winter is upon us, and running can become quite a
chore. When the southerly is blasting and rain
driving like nails, it can be pretty hard to stay
motivated! You don't want to lose fitness, however,
as it is always a hard struggle back. You don't
want to be kicking yourself, either, saying, "if only I
hadn't given it away!"
How can you stay motivated, even in the depths of
winter? We all know that the hardest part is
making it outside the door.
Once that is
accomplished, the run isn't usually half bad. Here
are a few hints:
•

Make arrangements to run with someone else.
That way, you have made a commitment to
more than just yourself, and you have a slightly
greater chance of keeping it.

•

Keep a training log. That helps to keep you on
track, as you see your entries accumulating (or
declining!).
Set goals, and write them down. If you stay
goal-oriented, you will be more philosophical
about the cruddy weather, as you will be
looking further down the road to what is most
important in your training.

•

Each one of those kids got a grand start in life
because he worked often long hours in all weather,
up poles in storms and in hazardous conditions.
He took on a little business and faithfully worked at
it as well, over and above his job, doing a careful
and expert job for local electricians. I never saw
him give up on a motor. He would make a part,
meticulously fitting it. He worked for hours on
circuits. He would not be beaten.
Athol was faithful to any organisation he belonged
to. His Ham Club - when the painting or the Field
Day called he was quietly and efficiently helping.

•

Plan to have a certain number of days off, and
stick to what you have planned. That way, you
have an 'out' if the weather is intolerable, but
not ad nauseam!

•

Run in the bush. It is the best protection from
the elements!

•

Make sure you have at least two polypropylene
11
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(or equivalent) tops, so that you can't use the
fact that yours is in the dirty laundry as an
excuse to not confront the weather!
Bribe your Mum, flatmate or partner to have hot
chocolate waiting when you get back in
(glycogen replacement - enhanced by the
addition of marshmallows - how many grams of
glucose per marshmallow?)

12

HONEY

"The fact is," said Rabbit, "we've missed our way
somehow."
They were having a rest in a small sand-pit on the
top of the forest. Pooh was getting rather tired of
that sand-pit, and suspected it of following them
Well, nothing replaces that post-run glow, and that about, because whichever direction they started in,
is the true motivating tool. But in case you're they always ended up at it, and each time, as it
having troubles, maybe this will have given you a came through the mist at them, Rabbit said
nudge.
triumphantly, "Now I know where we are!" and
Pooh said sadly, "So do I," and Piglet said nothing.
ANNEMARIE JUTEL IN "DOCUMENT" He had tried to think of something to say, but the
only thing he could think of was, "Help, help!" and it
seemed silly to say that, when he had Pooh and
Rabbit with him.

PLACES TO TRAIN WAIATARUA
RESERVE

The Waiatarua Reserve is 50 acres of farmland,
native bush, and wetland reserve situated in
Meadowbank.
Bounded by Grand Drive and
Abbotts Way, parking is available at the Grand
Drive entrance.
Waiatarua Reserve was originally a tributary valley
of the Tamaki Estuary, sealed off approximately
9000 years ago by a huge lava flow from eruptions
of nearby Maungarei (Mt. Wellington). Subsequent
ponding and accumulation of silt and volcanic ash
created swamp land and a lake. Lake Waiatarua
became the only fresh water lake on the east
Auckland isthmus. The lake was drained gradually
and by the 1930s had become flood-prone pasture
land.
Since 1987 the park has been developed as a
wetland park with ponds and native plantings. On
dryer land, paths traverse grazed pastures, and
more plantings are recreating naturally occurring
native bush and forest.

"Well," said Rabbit, after along silence in which
nobody thanked him for the nice walk they were
having, "we'd better get on, I suppose. Which way
shall we try?"
"How would it be," said Pooh slowly, "if, as soon as
we're out of sight of this Pit, we try to find it again?"
"What's the good of that?" said Rabbit
"Well," said Pooh, "we keep looking for home and
not finding it, so I thought that if we looked for this
Pit, we'd be sure not to find it, which would be a
good thing, because then we might find something
that we weren't looking for, which might be just
what we were looking for, really."
"I don't see much sense in that," said Rabbit.
"No," said Pooh humbly, "there isn't. But there was
going to be when I began it. It's just that something
happened to it on the way."
"If I walked away from this Pit, and then walked
back to it, of course I should find it."
"Well, I thought perhaps you wouldn't," said Pooh.
"I just thought."
"Try," said Piglet suddenly. "We'll wait here for
you."

A virtually flat 3km track runs around the outer
edge of the park through farmland. The track also
criss-crosses the wetland area in the centre of the
park.

Rabbit gave a laugh to show how silly Piglet was,
and walked into the mist. After he had gone a
hundred yards, he turned and walked back again...
and after Pooh and Piglet had waited twenty
minutes for him, Pooh got up.

SCOTT VENNELL [COC]

"I just thought," said Pooh. "Now then, Piglet, let's
go home."
"But, Pooh," cried Piglet, all excited, "do you know
the way?"

12
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"No," said Pooh. "But there are twelve pots of
honey in my cupboard that have being calling to me
for hours. I couldn't hear them properly before,
because Rabbit would talk, but if nobody says
anything except those twelve pots, I think Piglet, I
shall know where they are calling from. Come on."
They walked off together and for a long time Piglet
said nothing so as not to interrupt the pots; and
then suddenly he made a squeaky noise... and an
oo-noise... because now he began to know where
he was; but he still didn't dare to say so out loud, in
case he wasn't. And just when he was getting so
sure of himself that it didn't matter whether the pots
went on calling or not, there was a shout in front of
them, and out of the mist came Christopher Robin.
"Oh, there you are," said Christopher Robin
carelessly, trying to pretend that he hadn't been
anxious.
"Here we are," said Pooh.
"Where's Rabbit?"
"I don't know," said Pooh
"Oh well, I expect Tigger will find him. He's sort of
looking for you all."
"Well," said Pooh, "I've got to go home for
something, and so has Piglet, because we haven't
had it yet, and
"
"I'll come and watch you," said Christopher Robin.
So he went home with Pooh, and watched him for
quite a long time...

orienteers running there and asked about where we
are. Well, he swiftly showed me the place from his
map and I thought I was OK. The trouble is that he
had 1:15 000, and I had 1:10 000, and the place he
just showed me could not be found on my map at
all!
Well, I soon realized that, but before I could find
another guy to show me his map another 15
minutes had passed. Finally I punched my card on
my control number 1 in one hour and ten minutes.
TAPIO LEINO [FINLAND] ON O-NET

SUMMER SERIES
1995/96
The weather has been truly fabulous this Summer
Series which was complemented by an absolutely
superb evening on the final event. Quite a busy
one, too, with one hiccup to test our patience.
Sorry about that. Otherwise most things went
according to plan. This season for the first time,
we did not lose any controls, although some of our
efforts to achieve this were not appreciated by a
few persons. At $10 each for parts alone, it is
rather daunting when up to six controls go missing
on any one night.

Thank you for filling in and returning the survey
forms and for all the encouraging comments and
THANKS TO "DOCUMENT" suggestions. We have already implemented some
of these and will give consideration to the others.
52 forms were returned. For "Quality of courses",
47 replies scored us 7 or higher, most being 9 or
10. For "Organisation", 50 replies scored us 7 or
higher, again mostly 9 & 10. For the remainder of
Once, I ran in a national event where my map scale
the survey, there were very few who were not
was 1:10 000; and H35 and all the younger had entirely happy.
1:15 000. The start triangle was almost at the edge
of the map, and my first control was approx. 1.1 cm Many, many thanks to all our setters and vetters,
from the edge inside the mapped area (I think we the persons who helped to set up and pack away
have a rule that the control point should be placed the event centre, worked in or around the
at least 1 cm inside the mapped area, but the rule campomatic, put out and brought in controls,
says nothing about the start). The distance from helped publicise the events, collated and published
the results in the Herald, or simply gave a hand at
start to the first control point was about 800 m!
extra busy times. Your generous and voluntary
Yes, the other side the line between the start and efforts have made this Summer Series possible.
control point number 1 was almost completely
outside the mapped area! And yes, I managed to Thanks also to Mark for his "midnight oil sessions"
to keep the maps updated - it is quite difficult when
run outside my mapped area!
there are energetic spades, hammers and saws at
After half an hour of running around with no idea work for the City Council, whom we also thank for
about where I was, I stopped one of the other the use of all the parks. Special thanks to the

MAP SCALES
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spouses of all the volunteers for their support
behind the scene.
We are not able to continue on Tuesday evenings
any more, as it gets dark too quickly and retrieving
controls without the aid of glow striped control flags
and Big Jim torches (as in all-night relays) is quite
difficult.
However, you can now switch to
orienteering on a Sunday morning once a month in
an Auckland park, on more new maps, or you can
take a 30-60 min drive to Woodhill, Waiuku or
Pukekohe which have a farm or forest setting, with
an even greater choice of courses to suit all
abilities.
It has been great having you supporting our
Summer Series by your attendance. Thank you for
coming each week and making it an enjoyable "fun
series". We look forward to seeing you all again in
November 1996.
An answer for the people who asked "How much
effort does each event require?"
Setters
and
vetters

Plan 4-8 courses, check all approx
control
sites,
make 20 hours
adjustments, draw 2 copies
of all the master maps,
master clip cards and
assemble in covers.

On the Put out and check controls, 20 to 24
set up event centre, map hours
day
sales, instructors; close up,
bring in controls, check all
equipment, pack away.
Results
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Check, type, photocopy, put 3 to 4
into envelopes, lick 100 hours
stamps and post.

Friday's Model Event south of Pio Pio
Gave us a taste of the wondrous tomo
Cliffs, crag and hills - high and low
Promised interesting runs for the coming morrow
(Saturday's Classic that is)
Many camped in school grounds at Pio Pio
Others travelled daily from north to and fro
Seems up there it's a lot of green grass that they
grow
Event centre was found down a road with go slow
(20kph that is)
Courses run, lost and won, some pleased, some
not so
Usual post-mortem huddles - "went by that route oh!"
There were stalls selling "O" gear - "buy, don't sew"
And plenty of food to replenish when low
(Energy levels that is)
Day 2 early start, long climb for short O
Some close times were posted by elites on the go
Second run up we lined, then set off fast and slow
Great spectator view to cheer on all those we know
(Finishers that is)

Sunday night awards and food which came slow
Claps and cheers for all the successful DOC Os
Some partied on 'til the next morning's glow
MAY, JOHN, FRANK, TOM AND MERVYNMonday came relays - go DOC teams go!
(Beat the WACO lot that is!)

Making a total of

approx
48 hours

'O'DE TO THE
NATIONALS
'Twas off to Hamilton we did go
With two extra suitcases in tow
"Essential supplies" for the girls you know
who now reside in Waikato
(University that is)
14

All in all the event was a pretty good show
Courses good, company great, weather 'so-so'
Organisation at times was 'touch and go'
But our thanks to the 3 clubs still we should show
(Hamilton, Egmont and Pinelands that is)
EV SMITH [DOC] IN "DOCUMENT"
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AUCKLAND
JUNIOR SQUAD
Juniors in Training
The first of the Auckland Junior Regional Squad
training days was held on Saturday 18th May at
Muriwai. Twelve of the junior squad attended with
Darren, Fraser, Karl and Shaun as coaches and
Lorri and Terje the control picker-uppers. The
afternoon started with a modelling event on the
beach revising contours, or was it building
sandcastles. This was followed by a rather tricky
line event which led to the start for the last
exercise, a 12 control course designed for route
choice, compass work, simplification and attack
points.
This half-day training, and future sessions to come,
are placing Auckland juniors in good stead for the
National Secondary School Championships to be
held in July. A junior training camp is to be held in
the week preceding the Nationals at Houghton's
Bush Camp. For more information about this camp
see your school's coordinator.

15

NORTHERN LEAGUE
RESULTS
Event 1, 10 March, Putaruru
Event 2, 5 April, National Champs
1995 competition winners Central began the
season poorly with two losses, but get a
consolation point for the narrow loss to the classy
Counties-Manukau team. Pinelands/Taupo had
byes.
Only two Aucklanders at Putaruru!? Was it that the
February AOA newsletter did not have the event
listed? How else could you explain only two
Aucklanders travelling to a Pinelands event on a
new map? There was no alternative event in
Auckland except on the beaches and on the water.
A pity so few went, as I am reliably informed that it
was a good event with the event centre in a
beautiful setting for a picnic.

Hamilton 50 beat Central 38
Hamilton: Bruce Collins 20, Anne Humphrey 18,
Stuart Barr 12.

CHARLOTTE HOOD Central: Robert Jessop 20, Robert Crawford 18.2
My apologies to those members of the regional
squad who couldn't attend the training because Rotorua 47 beat North West 0
they were working, had other sporting Rotorua: Brent Edwards 14.8, Peter Fitchett 14.7,
commitments or they were ill. (A good range of Gary Farquhar 11.1, Kathy Farquhar 6.5
excuses). We will try to arrange the next session North West: no starters
on a Sunday, probably sometime in September or
October.
Several juniors have approached me Counties-Manukau 99 beat Central 94
about being included in the squad, there is room for
more, you need to be very keen and capable of Counties: Patricia Aspin, Ross Brighouse, Shane
Phillips, Tania Robinson 20; Wayne Aspin 18.6
completing an orange course.
A big thankyou to Darren and his team of Shaun, Central: Richard Bolt, Rob Jessop 20; Mark
Fraser and Karl for their efforts on Saturday, the Stewart 18.6; Selwyn Palmer 17.9; Paulette
exercises were appreciated by all those who Ashmore 17.5
attended.
It didn't realise what a dangerous sport orienteering
could be until I saw Shaun narrowly escape death
when a large tree expertly felled by Lise Moen fell
his way. Was it deliberate?

Competition points so far

W
1
Rot
Ham 1
LORRI O'BRIEN, REGIONAL SQUAD MANAGER C-M 1
Cen 0
P/T

0

NW

0

D
0
0
0

L
0
0
0

F
47
50

A
0
38
94

99
0 2 132 140
0 0 0
0
0 1 0
47

Pts

3
3
3
1
0
0
15
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Spaniards and 11 New Zealanders (if you've seen
the event handbook - or
"bookhand" as its
19th May Cen v NW H v P/T
delightful Spanglish put it - and wondered why it
9th June Cen v Rot C-M v P/T
listed just seven, it's because those who were
staying
with the Australians, Maurice Penny,
7th July
C-M v NW
Christine Crate and Rae and John Powell, were
JOHN POWELL [COC] 624 1513 included in the Aussie total of 32).

Next events

THE 23RD CONTROL
The Lord is my setter
I shall not wander
He makes me lie down in the green
He leads me beside the deep re-entrants
He restores my route
He leads me in the footprints of others for His
name's sake
Yea, though I run through the valley of the shadow
of Pulpit Rock
I will fear no control for Thou art with me
Thy compass and Thy cluesheet they comfort me
Thou prepare a course before me in the presence
of mine M45's
Thou anointest my shoes with water
my socks runneth over
Surely good knees and marshes shall follow me all
the days of my life
and I shall run on the sands of Woodhill for ever
Amen.

With these four honourable Aussies (a
contradiction in terms?) were Tom and Heather
Clendon, Graham Peters, Phil Mellsop, Anne Scott
from Southland, Andy and me.
We all had lots of fun with language or lack of it.
Tom Clendon had a major mission in Mureia. To
find enough ice for the obligatory G and Ts before
dinner each night. When the word for ice is Hielo
and it's pronounced something like Yellyo, our
suave Tom had to be persistent. Before he
discovered the magic sound Yellyo he called it hard
water, so they brought him a can of coke, then a
can of fanta, then a can of lemonade. Tom shook
his head, saying "acqua" and tapping the brick wall
to indicate hard water. So they brought him an
orange. He had to retreat from laughing and half
an hour later, by which time the need for ice had
become even more acute, he took the phrase book
with him and could point to the word Hielo. Ah,
yellyo, the barman said.
At the first event I saw someone in a NZ team O
suit and ran towards him. "Where are you from'?"
He didn't understand until I used sign language on
his O suit. "Mr. Robinson gave it me," he said in
what English he could muster. Good for Robbie he helps lots of us, I said.

Out in the forest John Powell was accosted by
someone wanting to know where they were. No
DAVID NEVIN [WHO] IN WHO NEWSLETTER
hablo espagnol, says Senor Powell. "No good
asking him," one lost soul said to another, "He's
Spanish." One of the Brits helped a Scandinavian
woman at a control. She grabbed him and kissed
him, adding "Are you married?"
When he
answered "Yes", she said "Tell you wife she's a
lucky woman," and ran on.

WORLD VETERAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS

When you're in the crowd at an event centre and
everyone round you is talking Spanish, Swedish,
Norse, French, German and more Spanish, you
know you've
arrived at the World Veteran
Orienteering Champs.
For the 1996 World Vet Champs 3000 competitors
had come from 34 countries and all five
continents...
602 Swedes, 451 Finns, 284
Norwegians, 222 British, 206 Estonians, 156
16

We learned three new control descriptions. This
and a small black circle. The first is a cave. The
second was a hunter's hide, a ring of stones filled
in with small branches where a hunter lies in wait
for any passing deer (a passing Frenchman said
it's where the hunter goes to get away from his
wife).
There were two qualifying events, a rest day, and
then the final. Each of the three courses I ran had
good catching features which related to where I
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was on the map. Not so easy were the streams.
None had water in; some were just like tracks and
easy to run in and along. The trick was learning to
ignore the side streams, which were unmarked.
Terraced hillsides may suit Spanish peasant
farmers and goatherds but they're not friendly to
orienteers. Try running up them and they're steep,
stony and slippery. Run down them and they're
steep, stony and slippery. Run along them and the
scrubby trees at face length catch you in the eye
and the trimmings underneath trip you up.
Clearings were not very clear, if you know what I
mean, but the scrubby undergrowth was mostly
wild rosemary and thyme - which filled the air with
wonderful herby smells.
Coming through the finish chute had a unique
Spanish touch: whole lemons were handed out for
squeezing into our drinks (and for Tom to use with
his ice). They must have gone through thousands
of lemons on the first two days because by the final
day we were given just a squeeze into the water
cups. But the chutes for the Finals had even
greater flair: a decorative fountain squirting water
up into the air.
Down at the car parks the huge orange and lemon
groves gave a rich sweetness to the air. Murcia
was a heady experience. And we loved it.
Getting the final results was pretty difficult as they
were printed on a series of A4 pages and posted
on just three sheets of hardboard, which were then
stood in a narrow passageway by the only outside
door to the event centre. The 3000 competitors
(comprising 201 M35s, 106 M40s, 286 M45s, 289
M50s, 260 M55s, even two M90s) were all
struggling to see the results at the same time. So,
sorry, no winners' names and only two winning
times are available. There were about 80 in each
grade for the Finals. Here are the placings for the
NZers:
W55A
W55B

W50B
M50C
M60B
M60C
M65B

Anne Scott
Jill Brewis
Heather Clendon
Christine Crate
Rae Powell
John Powell
Graham Peters
Maurice Penny
Andrew Brewis
Tom Clendon
Phil Mellsop
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51:36
68:21
81:31
DNS(flu)
76:47
77:24
88:13
65:24
70:18
104:52

28th
23rd
35th
66th
39th
56th
63rd
19th
24th
62nd

JILL BREWIS [COC]

JUNIOR WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 1996 JWOC will be contested by
Melissa Edwards
WACO
Richard Bolt
COC
Karl Dravitski
EOC
Brent Edwards
ROC
Michal Glowacki
SOC
Mark Hudson
DOC
Fraser Mills
RKOC
and managed/coached by Rob Jessop of COC
The event is in Vilcea, Romania, on 8th-14th July.

NZOF SEMINAR
During the weekend of 20/21 April I attended the
1996 NZOF Annual Seminar at Flock House, not
far from Bulls.
About 20 people attended,
representing clubs from Southland to Whangarei.
A synopsis of the topics presented follows.

Mountain Bike Orienteering
Presented by Graham Teahan and including
material collected at the Presidents Forum in
Germany last year.
The appeal of MBO seems to be on the increase,
with a number of countries well advanced in
organising events including championship level
courses. Participants are mountainbikers and
recreational riders as well as orienteers which may
account for the greater increase in numbers taking
part in MBO as opposed to "ordinary" O.
Graham outlined the basic differences in MBO
events; mainly larger scale maps, less need for fine
detail and the need to define the "cyclability" of
tracks and "out-of-bounds" areas.
He also highlighted some of the concerns that
orienteers have about the "rub off" of the negative
image that some people have of mountain bikes;
push others off tracks and cut up track surfaces.
The overall impression was that MBO would benefit
Orienteering as a sport by attracting more people
and increasing the profile of O.
17
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A club plan

organising an event.

Jenny Leith outlined the main reasons and
advantages of having a club plan and indicated that
both annual plans and a five year plan were
desirable. The salient points are listed below:
• Establish a long term "direction" for the club
which in turn helps focus the efforts of members,
both existing and new.
• Improve the use of resources and reduce
wasted time and effort.
• Strengthen member commitment, and hence
ensure club growth - or in some cases survival.
• Enhance club image and improve opportunities
for sponsorship or funding by being proactive in
the club's future direction.
• Provide a yardstick for tracking performance and
direction.

The over-riding objective of close attention to safety
aspects being to ensure a high quality and hassle
free event for all.

A coaching item
NZOF Coaching Director Michael Wood of Hutt
Valley gave a two-fold presentation.
First, a description of the psychological skills
needed and developed by the competitive
orienteer. I have to admit that the finer points of
this recitation were a bit over my head, suffice to
say that Michael has comprehensive reading
material on the subject for those interested.
Second, an address pertaining to "white" courses
and specifically the poor setting of these courses.
That is, courses are being set too hard. Discussion
during this session indicated that this is a constant
problem and particularly demoralising for
younger/novice participants. The main reason
appeared to be that setters were not following white
course guidelines. Courses should follow linear
features and there should be no route choice. It
was suggested that white course setters should
undertake specific training, and that white courses
be should vetted by "suitable" persons.

Safety management
Jill Dalton of Central, NZ Mountain Safety Council
National Field Officer, ran an interactive group
session aimed at identifying some of the hazards
that may be encountered during an O event, with a
view to minimising these.
Problems highlighted ranged from traffic and
permissions, through bulls, weather, wasps and
terrain, to those location specific items that
planners/controllers need to consider when
18

Health and safety
Mary Stuart, outgoing Executive Director of the NZ
Sports Assembly, gave a very informative outline of
the Assembly's role and an equally useful overview
of the proposed changes to the Health and Safety
in Employment Act and the potential effect on
orienteering.
In non-technical terms, at present OSH may
prosecute an employer (farmer) for any action or
inaction resulting in injury to any person (an
orienteer) in the workplace (farm).
Hence
numerous farmers are declining access permission.
(This is puzzling because it directly contradicts
information published by NZOF last year - MR)
The proposed changes would amend the Act to
exclude cover to recreational users of a workplace.
For orienteers the hoped for benefit would be
greater willingness of farmers to grant access. Any
person may submit an opinion on the proposed
changes - contact OSH for further details.

Success of a Club
Presented by Stuart Payne (PAPO) and Dave
Glover (Wellington), this session was a pooling of
ideas that would contribute to the success of a
club.
• Follow up of casual participants to "capture"
potential members.
• Provision of the "welcome to O" booklet to new
members to increase skill level and provide
simple reference.
• Club phone list to all members to enhance
communication.
• Phone "tree" for ease and speed of contact.
• Widespread and well targeted event advertising.
• Awareness of the importance of "word of mouth"
contact.
• Good PR people at events are essential and
they need to be prepared to devote time to
novice orienteers.
IAN MARRIOTT IN TOPSOC NEWSLETTER
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CHRISSIE WILLIAMS
WINS SILVA AWARD

Secretary
1992 Coordinator,
National
Orienteering
Championships
1993 Coordinator/coach, South Island Junior
Training Camp
1995 Co-organiser, South Island Women's
Training Camp
Coordinator,
National Secondary School
Orienteering Championships.

THE AUCKLAND ORIENTEER

At the recent NZOF AGM, it was announced that
the1996Silva Award for services to orienteering in
New Zealand had been made to Chrissie Williams
of PAPO (Christchurch.)

Chrissie's contribution to orienteering in
New Zealand.
Chrissie in the past ten years has made a major
contribution to orienteering in Canterbury, the
South Island, and New Zealand. She has been a
consummate administrator as club president, the
organiser of national events, and as New Zealand
Orienteering
Federation
(NZOF)
secretary.
Chrissie's period as NZOF Secretary coincided with
a time when new funding sources for the sport
(such as the Hillary Commission) were being
developed, and the need to forward plan and
prepare management and development plans
became necessary.
Chrissie has involved herself in all aspects of the
sport: coaching, editing the newsletter, Kiwisport,
course planning and controlling, preparing park and
outdoor centre maps, and the participation of
women in the sport. She has championed the
family aspect of orienteering, including the
provision of creche facilities at major events for
parents of young children, and was instrumental in
PAPO purchasing a creche tent. She has also
promoted kayak-orienteering by organising kayakorienteering events and developing links between
PAPO and canoe clubs.
Chrissie is the holder of an NZOF senior coaching
award, and an A-grade controllers certificate. As a
competitor her major achievements have been:
• Representing NZ in the ANZ Challenge in 1987,
1988 and 1994
• Winning the W35 national title in 1988 and in
1990
• Winning the W40 national Short-O title in 1993
• 2nd in the W40 grade at the 1994 Asia Pacific
Orienteering Championships
Chrissie's administrative highlights, since joining
PAPO in 1984, have been:
• 1990-91 President PAPO
• 1992-93 New Zealand Orienteering Federation

•
•
•
•

FROM PAPO NEWSLETTER

WATCH OUT
Hands up all those who own a Casio 30 lap
memory watch
(50,000 hands go up - Ed)
Hands up if you think they are the greatest thing
since sliced bread.
(Dave must lead a very dull and boring life - Ed)
Well, they were.
(Dave has discovered sex, which reminds me: Did
you hear the one about the Scottish parents whose
son wanted a watch for Christmas, so they let him?
-Ed)
Timex have brought out a new watch which blows
the Casio out of the water (if you've put it in the
water).
(That was Dave's bracketed comment; mine always
appear in italics and with "Ed" at the end -Ed)
The Timex IronMan 100 is slightly more expensive
than the Casio, but comes with many more
features. It has the ability to store up to 100 split
times, and will store separate sessions, just like the
Casio. It has a countdown timer like the Casio, but
it can be programmed for up to 9 intervals, and
then told to repeat those intervals continuously.
Great if you want to do a session of 2 min hard, 1
min easy, 3 min hard, 1.5 min easy, repeated 4
times.
(I think Dave is referring to a running session here Ed).
In addition, the Timex has "Indiglo", which
illuminates the watch at night.
(Great for those night sessions - Ed)
2 separate clocks (so you can keep track of NZ
time while overseas), 5 alarms, and the ability to
19
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store 10 memos of 24 characters - useful for
keeping a few phone number or addresses handy.
(A good alternative to a black book, and no fears
about it being found and pinched, either - Ed)
This is a serious watch, for serious athletes and
people who like gadgets.
(And this was a serious article until I got my hands
on it-Ed)
I would recommend it to anyone whose current
watch is falling apart, or to anyone who likes to use
the best available gear. In England, the Timex
IronMan 100 retails for about 40 Pounds, which is
about NZD95.
(Seems a bit heavy for a watch? - Ed)

SHAUN COLLINS IN WACO NEWSLETTER
WACO now has 12 full members and 23 social or
associate members. A high proportion do not live
in the Waikato and do not seem to be directly
linked with Waikato University.
Several have
recently chosen to join WACO instead of their local
club; others have dual memberships. Most are
aged 18-25, and many are also members or
associates of the National and Development
Squads.

WACO does not own maps and until recently has
run no events; the Club has recently taken on an
OY for next year. The WACO newsletter promises
lots of training, coaching and social opportunities.
Although so far only a small number of such
training events have been held, it should be noted
WRITTEN BY DAVE FARQUHAR [ROC]
that most clubs do none at all, which puts WACO
EDITED TO DEATH BY ROB CRAWFORD IN
more or less in first place.
NATIONAL SQUAD NEWSLETTER
Almost all WACO members individually are very
active indeed in various spheres of NZ orienteering,
although some might feel that the Club as such has
contributed relatively little so far.
How do you feel about what WACO are doing? Is it
WACO has recently received some flak from good or bad for O? Please write with your
several members of the orienteering public, which I thoughts. Reasoned comments will be published.
and most WACO members find unjustified. This
flak related to WACO taking other club's members
MR
away, forming stacked relay teams and generally
having a good time.
It is a free country, except for taxes and stuff, so if
a person wants to join WACO they will. It is not
because we have a knife to their throats or
because we are paying them huge amounts of It's Sunday afternoon and you're home after
orienteering. Do you fling your bag of soggy O-kit
money, it is because they want to.
into the cupboard under the stairs and forget about
They may feel that we offer more than other clubs. it until the next weekend? Well that's no way to
Maybe they want a club where they can have fun, treat it. In this article Ken Broad of Ultrasport in the
be coached, have fun, receive membership UK looks at how to take care of kit sensibly and
benefits, be with people of similar ages, have fun, even those who religiously load the washing
and be able to have a say and be heard on issues machine before sinking gratefully into a hot bath
to do with the running of the club. Who knows why, might team a tip or two. Cartoons by Paul Boyes.
but it is their choice.

WACO, TEXAS?

CARE OF O KIT

As for the stacking of relay teams, isn't that the
point? Are you not supposed to select a relay team
that could possibly win the race? Maybe I'm wrong,
maybe we should make up the teams so that they
are even with all the other teams, then everybody
would be happy and we could all have fun.
I think that the sooner the NZOF Technical
Committee sorts out the rules for relays the better,
then there will be no need for people to complain
about the winning teams.
20

Care of O-shoes
The best way to clean running shoes is with soap,
water and old-fashioned elbow grease. Some
training shoe manufacturers (notably Nike and New
Balance) expressly discourage the use of washingmachines but many brands of orienteering shoes
CAN safely be cleaned in domestic washers on a
low temperature programme (about 30'C) although
in most cases it is usually advisable to remove the
polystyrene insoles first.
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I have successfully used a warmer wash on my VJs
and Silvas with no adverse results, but it is not
recommended by the makers.
Drying however is another matter altogether. ON
NO ACCOUNT should shoes be dried by direct
heat! The best place is probably in the fresh air
although no harm has come to mine by being dried
on occasions on the floor of an airing cupboard.
But drying on a radiator, central heating boiler, in
front of an open fire or in a tumble-drier (!) MUST
be avoided at all costs as direct heat of this type
will shrink the EVA mid-soles causing the soles
themselves to become detached - with costly
results! You would be surprised how many shoes
are returned (accompanied by angry letters of
complaint!) for this reason...

little too much for fell shoes.

Shoes returned under complaint
Notwithstanding
the
comments
above,
manufacturers are generally very fair in dealing
with genuine complaints and acknowledging faults
- in fact more than fair in many cases. Some
failures are so obvious that the retailer himself will
have no hesitation in giving replacements,
confident that the manufacturer will in turn credit
him.
In less obvious cases the shoes need to be
returned for inspection. Often only minor faults are
involved and these will easily be rectified. In these
instances the manufacturer will require the shoes to
be returned in a cleaned condition - it is
unreasonable for him to be expected to deal with
them when they are soaking wet and have a good
proportion of marsh still clinging to them.
(Appreciating the time constraints often involved, a
conscientious retailer will often wash and dry shoes
before sending them off, but you may feel that it is
even more unreasonable for him to be expected to
do this.)

Care of O-suits
Washing instructions should be carefully followed.
I have never known a nylon or polyester O-suit

" O n no account should shoes be dried by direct heat!"

" . . . these items do not take kindly to being dried
(unnecessarily!) in a tumble-dryer"

O-shoes are, of course, made to stand up to
normal O-terrain and normal O-conditions. The
ripping of uppers or soles on barbed wire,
discarded glass and the like hardly qualifies as "fair
wear and tear".
Similarly with a balance needing to be struck
between toughness for strength and softness for
comfort it is very difficult for a manufacturer to
settle on a sole which is perfect for all conditions.
The limestone pavements of the Dales or Ogof
Ffynon Ddu and the flints of Witherslack are
notorious stud-rippers.
Fell-running shoes are soft, comfortable and may
be perfect for orienteering, but remember they are
intended for fell-running which usually involves
running over more predictable terrain. The scree
slopes, boulder-fields, brashings and marshes
encountered in orienteering sometimes prove just a

garment to shrink, beyond the normal knitted fabric
tolerances (5%), or lose its colour when washed
with other colour-fast items at the correct
temperature - again 40'C AND on the correct
21
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washing machine programme.
The care labels specify 'Synthetics' or 'Delicates'; a
40'C 'Colour-fast Cottons' programme is NOT the
same - we've tried it. Similarly these items do not
take kindly to being dried (unnecessarily!) in a
tumble-dryer - or being left wet in a car boot under
a pile of heavy equipment.

juice which gets onto the compass - and sets!
Most compasses can be cleaned with care.
Please remember to take your compass out of the
pocket before your O-suit goes in the washer. You
would be surprised how many people don't.

Care of lycra tights

Usually with robust metal frames, these can be
acquired on prescription from your nearest optician
at optician's prices. Cheaper plastic versions
without robust metal frames are available at a
fraction of the price, but as implied they are
nowhere near as strong. They don't take too
kindly to rough treatment - which unfortunately
includes being sat upon on car seats.

Lycra material contains elastic. . . and elastic of
course does not take too kindly to heat (please see
above).

Bubbles in compasses
An orienteering compass is a scientific instrument
and must be used with care. It is extremely rare for
a modem O-compass to develop a bubble without it
having been knocked in some way. Sometimes it
takes only a slight knock for the capsule seal to be
broken - even on a brand-new compass.
While
manufacturers
are
generally
very
sympathetic in respect of genuine complaints they
can always tell if a compass has had a bashing.
Similarly it is rare for a compass to develop
'reverse
polarity'
without
some
external
electromagnetic influence - car dashboards are
reckoned to be a good source.

Magnifying spectacles

Polyprops
These garments are expensive but given good
treatment will last for a very long time. One of the
best ways of shortening their life severely is to iron
them - they are made from polypropylene which
melts at a very low temperature. . . . Come to
think of it, you would be surprised at the number of
O suit garments which are ruined in the same way.

Compass capsules should turn easily but
occasionally they have a tendency to require more

Garments made from these synthetic materials
should not need ironing but if you really cannot
resist PLEASE use a VERY low temperature.

Gaiters and bramble-bashers
"Compass capsules should turn easily but occasionally
they have a tendency to require more than the
normal effort to rotate t h e m . . . "

than the normal effort to rotate them. The culprit is
invariably grime or, more likely, the post-run orange
22

These esoteric garments are of course designed to
protect one's calves and clothing from damage
when running through brambles, brashings, etc.
They are made of pretty tough material but
obviously they cannot be expected to possess the
same properties as armour-plating; in fact they are
no less susceptible to being ripped on barbed wire
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than many other lightweight materials - so before
you return them to the stockist with "I only bought
these this morning but just look at this tear!" think
what would have happened to your legs without
them!

Control flags
These are usually made from heavyweight woven
nylon and virtually indestructible under normal
circumstances - I suspect that some clubs may still
be using the same markers they bought almost 30
years ago...
Being left in a soaking-wet pile in the boot of a car
for a week or two does nothing to keep the colours
separate, and being left out on open moorland in
gale-force winds for a few days has been known to
shorten their life considerably.

Night-O equipment
It is fairly common knowledge that halogen bulbs
should be handled with extreme care since the high
temperatures generated can fuse dirt and even
finger-prints onto the surface of the glass reducing
both their life and efficiency. (Best to clean them
with a cloth or tissue-paper).
Ni-Cad batteries require even more care. They
normally reach you in an uncharged state, and
should be charged for about 15 hours before use.
Although severe overcharging can lead to damage,
a slight overcharge will not matter - in fact it is
better than an undercharge! Do not completely
discharge the battery - a slight decrease in
brightness is a sign that the available power has
been used, but again don't get too neurotic if you
go beyond this occasionally.

The battery is best kept at room temperature in a
charged state when not in use and then discharged
as above and recharged before use - a charged
battery discharges itself by about 5% per week.
Oh yes, and repeated partial discharges will result
in the battery developing a memory. (Are you still
sure you really want to go night-orienteering?)
On "battery-pack" lamps never pull the wires to
disconnect pack and lamp; always pull the
connectors themselves.
This may seem
elementary advice, but you would he surprised...
A final word about Ni-Cad batteries. Care should
be taken in disposing of them - they should not
enter the normal household waste stream.
STOLEN FROM COMPASSSPORT, UK

ETCETERA
Entry forms now available
World Rogaine Championships, Mount Singleton,
West Australia, 31st August - 1st September 1996.
Forms are now available for the Veterans World
Cup '97 at Camp Ripley, Minnesota, USA. 27
September - 4 October 1997. Also Czechoslovakia
1998. (Contact Rae or Jill.)

House-sitters wanted
20th June-27th August
To look after one house, one pool table, two sheep,
three cats; no rent, everything provided including
vehicles. Two double bedrooms, would suit couple
or two singles. Lovely well-equipped modern
property located in a country area, five minutes
from the end of the Northwestern Motorway.
Contact Rob Garden and Marquita Gelderman, 412
8879.

The Nationals

"Ni-Cad batteries should not enter the normal
household waste s t r e a m . . . "

Mangaotaki, an area of land with many large holes,
larger pits and the largest number of orienteers I
have ever seen in my life. This is just a brief
description of the National's Classic map. Which
threatened to be "technically threatening", "unique
in New Zealand" and turned out to be green light
(to the control circle), red light (in the control circle)
and Bingo (to whether you found the control or
not). In other words, they hid the controls and you
had to run round madly saying "I love Mangaotaki"
23
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over and over, until the gods let you find the
control!
IN "DOCUMENT

Attention Secondary School Pupils
The closing date for the Silva Secondary School
Orienteering Nationals is June 7th. Make sure your
school has entered. Contact Joanna and Alistair
Stewart - 575 5695 if any queries.

Plea for National Orienteering Magazines
Are there any old Orienteering Magazines out there
that would like to find a good home?
As organisers for the Secondary School Nationals
this year we applied to NZOF for money to run off
extra copies of "NZ Orienteering" so that a copy of
our impressive magazine could be given to each of
the competitors in the Secondary School Nationals.
A large proportion of these entrants are not
members of clubs and we felt that if they had
already shown the interest to come to the Nationals
they were an obvious group to target for promotion
of our sport. Just the age we need to be getting
into the sport.
The NZOF, however have turned down our request
and we are therefore hoping that as a second best
we may be able to access unwanted older copies
that would still demonstrate what the sport offers,
even though the contact lists etc will be out of date.
(We actually put this as a second option to NZOF
but got no offers on that score either).
If anyone knows of any magazines that we could
use for this purpose we would be most grateful if
you could tell us.

FORESTRY
On the 4th and 5th of May I was involved as a tutor
on a Stage I Environmental Science University
Field Trip to Woodhill Forest. The site we visited
each day is in the vicinity of the native area known
as Hodges Basin. On both Saturday and Sunday,
100 or so students were transported by coach to
the forest, just like the World Cup. Even more
interesting for me was that the area studied was
right in the middle of the World Cup map.
The task for the students each day was to compare
four different forest communities by setting out
plots of certain size and identifying, counting and
measuring the plant species within. These four
types were young pines, mature pines, young
native and mature native. Should anyone want to
know the names of the plants you happily crash
your way through, I am happy to give a short
botanical tour if requested. If you think that there
are but a few plant species growing in the pines
then you are generally correct however in some
areas there is a surprising variety of species. In
the Department of Conservation owned Hodges
Basin area there is at least one species listed as
nationally rare!
It was really strange standing for so long in one
place in an area I would normally be racing through
as fast as I can. Yes, and just for the record I do
work outside of orienteering and even at the
weekends!
Some of the material we hand out to students is
reproduced later in this newsletter.
ROB JESSOP [COC]

JOANNA AND ALISTAIR STEWART 575 5695

Wairarapa Winter Classic
This is an endurance event, physically and mentally
demanding, run like a relay except you do all the
legs yourself. Four courses to choose from on the
Glenroy map, near Masterton, with five trophies for
various grades, including the Wayne Cretney
Memorial Trophy. EWTs are between 70 and 150
minutes.
Entries close 10th July, forms are available now.
National Secretary
Les Warren is trying quite hard to resign this role;
any takers?
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Mail your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax 263 4794, or
call me or my machine at home on 520 5993, or call me
at work on 263 4793, or email mark@kiwiplan.co.nz
The deadline

for

contributions for the July
AUCKLAND ORIENTEER is Thursday 21st June.
Disks please or by email, if you can; ASCII text with no
hard returns, or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for
preference. I will, of course, return your disk, but
remember to write your name on the label!
If you can't supply on disk, and the article is fairly long,
please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4 with a
16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and font size
at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller than your
WP or typewriter would normally be set up for, and the
font size is bigger.
Alternatively, OCR allows me to scan in a neatly typed
article in any format
/ am perfectly happy to type articles or letters if
necessary!

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club
membership officer or Marquita Gelderman on 412 8879.
If you want a back issue of The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER,
please contact your club membership person, or
Marquita, or me.

THE NEW ZEALAND WOMAN'S
GUIDE TO RUNNING
Beginner to Elite

ANNEMARIE JUTEL
Foreword by Lorraine

Moller

For the beginner through to the racer, this complete
guide has all the information you need to start, to
continue, to improve and to excel — and reap the
rewards in terms of health, fitness and well-being.
'We can all run! It's a
gentle sport that
doesn't need to hurt.
Toss the "no pain, no
gain!" philosophy out
the door and come for
a run!'
Endorsed by Allison
Roe, Arthur Lydiard,
Lorraine Moller and
Kathrine Switzer.
ISBN 0 9583405 4 4
160pp p/b
210 x 180mm

rrp $29.95

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993

Women 'more likely to get lost'....
London, PA.— Britain's
Automobile Association (AA)
has found an odd way to celebrate International Women's
Day — by telling women they
can't read maps as well as men.
In a report published yesterday, the AA risked incurring
the fury of women all over
Britain when it said women
drivers were more likely to get
lost than men.
The old music hall joke, said
the AA's behavioural psychologist Matthew Joint, can be
backed up by science.
Using a mixture of academic
studies and his own research,
Mr Joint said he had found that
the female brain can't cope
with maps.

Men, he said, have better
"visual-spatial skills", while
women are more likely to ask
for directions instead and tend
to take wrong turnings in unfamiliar areas.
Needless to say, the AA was
today navigating its way
through a minefield because of
the claims. The claims were
rubbished by Shelley Maxwell
of the Royal Automobile Club
(RAC), the AA's rival motoring
group.
"Gender has no bearing on
map reading," she said.
"The 100,000 women who
have attended RAC workshops
in the last five years have had
no problems using maps."
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O SEASON: RESULTS OF YOUR INPUT
You were asked to examine 6 important issues relevant to planning the season. (33 Replied).
This chart shows how people rated the importance of each issue on a scale of 1 to 5.
The O Season should provide a sequence to
introduce newcomers to the sport and move them
gradually and logicallyfromlocal park events
(e.g. Summer Series) to more complex events.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
The Nationals should avoid potentially dangerous 1.
2.
freezing conditions. (South of Auckland)
3.
4.
5.
National Champs and the season leading up to
1.
them should be at the same time every year to
2.
provide easier planning and to avoid an 18 month 3.
4.
gap between Nationals.
5.
The calendar should provide a build up for NZ
1.
2.
orienteers competing overseas, usually in the
3.
northern summer July/August (World Champs,
4.
JWOC, Veteran Champs, O-ringen, etc).
5.
The season should accommodate school and
1.
2.
tertiary students to fit around exam pressures,
3.
mid October to mid November.
4.
5.
The season needs to take account of permission 1.
2.
to use certain areas; lambing (late June - early
3.
Sept in Auckland), hunting in N. Woodhill
4.
(8/6/96 to 8/9/96), fire risks in forests (mid to late
5.
summer).
Which of the four suggested seasons best meets the 6 issues listed? Nationals at:
•

Easter

•
•
•

Queen's Birthday
Labour Weekend
Late November

Long Weekend?
On a scale of 1 to 5, how important is it for you that the Nationals be held on a long
weekend? (1=Vital,3 = non committal, 5 = prefer an ordinary weekend).

26

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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O SEASON: SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
About the 3 Fundamental Factors:
We believe three factors are fundamental and can not be compromised:
• The timing of the National Champs dictates the shape oftheorienteering calendar.
• Our limited resources and manpower demands that we provide a break in the year and
a flexible programme that can be reduced or expanded as organisational resources
permit
• A significant, structured season of frequent and quality events is essential as a build up
to the National Champs.

•
•

•

One person said, ''Thank goodness these have been listed as non-negotiable."
Just about everybody agreed. Some agreed but then wrote separate comments that
proved they didn't understand that these were not-negotiable factors, not to be
compromised.That'swhy the 4 suggested seasons had a break. Note that if there are
organisers willing and available then the winter break can befilledup with events; it's
important to devise a well structured season using the manpower resources we know we
have available. No more burn outs and experienced orienteers defecting please.
One reply pointed out that the 4 seasons as proposed all show a compressed OY and
competitive season which is more likely to produce burn out than spacing the OY's out
through the season.

About a Break with No Orienteering:
• Break should not be too long.
• With the 2 - 3 month break as proposed, newcomers especially could lose interest and
leave for another sport
• Break should be December to March.
• All 4 proposed seasons have too big a break mid-year.
• I strongly disagreethatthere should be a break. I'm appalledthatall 4 proposed seasons
have a 3 month gap in winter.
• Off-season should be either Apr/May till Sep/Oct or Oct/Nov till Mar/Apr, enables
orienteers to be two-sport people.
• I don't agree with any of your suggested seasons. Season should be March to November
as in the late 1980's and early 1990's when it was successful.
• Yes! I appreciate the break in June/July.
• I prefer the OY events monthly including through winter.

About timing of the Season:
• My work only allows me to orienteer July to October.
• What about the Fanners - Milking season?
• Summer months for the Nationals, definitely. Attract new people in summer weather.
• The key decision is whether the season is to be summer or winter, then structure all
major events into that season.
About a lead up to the Nationals:
• Needs to be sufficient events of high standard before the Nationals
27
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About catering for Newcomers:
• A sequence is desirable, but newcomers can pop up at anytime.
• Majority of park eventers just want park events.
• If they want to orienteer they will do it anyway without planning a structure for them.
• New members will join throughout the season, not just as a follow onfroma summer
series.
• We need not expect that summer series weekday orienteerswillmove on to forest
events and it is not a failing if they don't.
• Summer series is great but it's not a factor in deciding the timing of the National O
season.
• There's not enough new members truly likely to graduate to competitive forest
orienteering to make it worth having a forest promotion series during autumn.
About catering for students and exams:
• Increasing internal assessment makes this less of an issue than before.
• Do many actually sit exams in October? And does some orienteering affect their
studies?
• If a student puts O ahead of education, student has priorities wrong.
• Many students now have semester papers in mid-year.
• Labour weekend is smack in the middle of school and uni exams.

About holding the Nationals on an Ordinary Weekend:
• No matter what weekend they are held those who want to be there will be there anyway.
• Note that the big majority of responses arenoncommittal about this issue. Those with
an opinion either way are almost evenly split (S.P.)
About the structure of the Season:
• If all regions hold their area champs just before the Nationals they are unlikely to attract
entriesfromoutside their area.
• Events should be held regularly, but not neccessarily weekly, depending on the
workforce available.
• Whatever season is chosen will be a compromise.
• Late November suits exam pressures but it's too close to the end of the year.
Orienteering to me is a winter sport and many people would be winding down by
November.
• Orienteering is like golf or tennis; it's an all year round thing. Put on the events all year
and people will choose which events they want to enter.
• It's not possible to devise a programme that suits all the things you have listed.
• Autumn is the best time for orienteering. It is cool, dry and pleasant under foot.
• Note the strong preferebce for the Nationals at the same time every year. (S.P)
About the cold weather and Nationals Champs:
• Purpose of Nationals is to find the best orienteers. They will come regardless of the
weather and dress for it.
•

28

•
•

It's more important to have multi day events in good weather when the emphasis is on
enjoyment The greatest total amount of orienteering will be encouraged if the "best"
long weekends (Easter & Labour Weekend) are not used for the Nationals.
No one season will be ideal climatically throughout the country.
In 15 years I've only struck 2 or 3 events when weather was a problem, and they weren't
Nationals.
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Other Comments:
• Short O p.m. races need to be fairer: Leaders run last. 1 min gap between runners.
• The group of "eggs" looking for issues are scaring off those who want to orienteer for
fun. They are also found at club meetings point scoring.
• Judging by the numbers who didn't enter or only entered part of this years Nationals,
cost is an issue.
• Orienteering is blessed with intelligent participants who get tied up with technicalities,
losing sight of the grass roots. When we had simple and social events membership was
higher.
• Provide training days with activities to develop specific skills.
• Provide a series offrequenteventsforschools competition also with a lead up to
schools area and schools National Champs.
• Do we need National Relays?
• Peaking for the Nationals is a load of rubbish. 95% of orienteers wouldn't have a clue
what peaking is. Most go orienteering when they can for enjoyment with no aspitations
of winning the Nationals.
• Grass roots orienteers are the primary target, i.e. the also rans who make up most of the
results list. If you ignore the grass roots there will only be an elite to run the events.

Author's Notes
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The layout of the article in the April Auckland Orienteer suffered from computer
translating. Sections in boxes and labelled A. B. C. did not appear that way. Some
confusion obviously resulted. The author's name at the end of the article was also
misspelt "John Powell" instead of Selwyn Palmer, although John was a major influence.
There were 33 replies. Not that many I suppose, but a lot better than most attempts to
guage the opinions of orienteers. Actually, the real point of the exercise was not to
measure opinions, but to set out factors to be considered and encourage members to
think through the issues involved. When we list the issues to be considered and prioritise
them the solutions become clearer.
I suspect that whatever choices are made in the O season about two thirds of us will be
disastisfied to some extent
I was impressed by the depth of thought many people had given to the discussion.
Thanks very muchforyour efforts.
I was also impressed that some of the people who are most vocal about the season issue
did not replyatall.
The matter does not rest.
I will pass on all the responses to the Auckland representatives on the NZOF technical
committee.
Our AOA sub committee will meet again to consider the next steps. How best to get the
rest of country to consider the issues logically?
Further comments and suggestions are still welcome. Contact Selwyn Palmer: 5
Aramutu Road, Mt Roskill; Phone 625-7798; Fax c/- 302-6927; E-Mail: Donations
gladly accepted towards purchase of my internet link.
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Who Won?
As promised, three names were drawn to win the prize offreeentry to the whole 1996 OY
series. Even police supervision was unable to ensure that the AOA Chairman's choice won
the prizes.
Congratulations to:
Michael Hood
Tom Davies
Graham Peters
Certificates of free entry will be posted to you shortly.

Selwyn Palmer

CARTER HOLT HARVEY'S
WOODHILL FOREST
The following account of the history of Woodhill Forest was provided by Roger
Sherriff, Recreation Supervisor Auckland Region for Carter Holt Harvey Forests Ltd.

Carter Holt Harvey Forests Limited Woodhill Forest

30

Pre 1800s

Seventy pa sites indicate a high density of Maoris in the area.
Kauri forest - burned off either by the Maori people or naturally
(lightning).

1820

First written record of the area - Samuel Marsden noted large shifting
dunes interspersed with areas of secondary vegetation - principally
bracken ferns, flaxes, ti tree.

1880

Early settlers arriving in larger numbers - attempted to farm the area.
Vegetation was burned off and this, along with the introduction of exotic
animals, ie rabbits and goats, compounded the problem of wind-borne
sands. Very fine grained west coast sand began blowing inland on the
prevailing westerly winds.

1920s

Sand drifts becoming a very real threat to surrounding farmland - the
main railway line north, some 5-6 kilometres from the coast, blocked on
two or three occasions by sand drifts.

1931

Political decision made to set up a land stabilisation programme. Public
Works Department got the job - utilised the labour available during the
depression. Tent camps set up at various points on the eastern side.
Marram grass imported from France. Long fibrous roots to help bind the
sand and a good ability to survive in the harsh conditions. Yellow tree
lupin seed sown amongst the marram to fix nitrogen into the sand.

1936

First tree plantings. Much experimentation with different tree species,
pohutukawa, eucalypts, cypress, eg Macrocarpa and conifers (pinasta elliotii - muracarda). The tree most suited to the coastal conditions and
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most resilient to salt damage proved to be the monterey pine from the
Monterey Peninsula in California, now known as Pinus radiata.
1951

The commercial potential of the forest is realised. Prior to this it had been
solely a land stabilisation programme only. The New Zealand Forest
Service take over the management of the area and begin to run it as a
production forest. Operations are stepped up considerably with
mechanisation and the availability of war surplus equipment. Bren gun
carriers, trucks, etc that were developed for the war in the desert were
ideally suited for the sandy conditions at Woodhill. Sand stabilisation
continues and trees are managed as they would in a normal production
forest.

1987

New Zealand Forest Service is corporatised as part of the Government
asset sales policy and becomes New Zealand Timberlands.

1990

Carter Holt Harvey Forests Ltd purchase Woodhill, along with many
other forests in New Zealand.

The diagrams overleaf, provided by Carter Holt Harvey, explain how the dune system
has been built up and stabilised, then forest developed on the land.
Woodhill is a long, narrow coastal forest stretching fifty kilometres from Muriwai in the
south to the South Head of the Kaipara Harbour. Varying from two to four kilometres
wide, it comprises 14,500m hectares. 10,500 hectares are planted almost exclusively in
Pinus radiata. The remaining area is made up of archaeological sites, reserves, the air
weapons range at South Head used as a training ground by the armed forces, and a 1200
hectare protection strip running the full length of the coast between the beach and the
forest.
Approximately 400 hectares is felled each year and is replanted the following winter.
Planting used to be done at a rate of 3000 stems per hectare, but with improved tree
stocks made possible by modern technology (tissue culture, cloning etc), it is now
possible to achieve the same final stocking rates by planting 1050 stems per hectare.
Woodhill has a sustained yield of 170,000 cubic metres per annum. This means if
production is restricted to that amount, it can produce that quantity each year and
continue to do so ad infinitum. 40% of our produce is exported, at present mainly to
China and Korea, as sawlog and pulpwood for paper making. The remainder is sold to
sawmills and goes to the domestic market. We also have trucks going to the paper mills
at Kinleith each day.
Because of its proximity to New Zealand's largest city and the pressure being placed on
recreational facilities by an every increasing population, parts of Woodhill Forest are
open during daylight hours to members of the public. At present we have approximately
500,000 people per annum coming into the forest and we cater for a variety of activities.
There is a forest drive with picnic areas and barbecue facilities. Afirewoodgathering
season is run for three months on winter weekends. A gang of PDs (periodic detention
workers) work on walking tracks every Saturday. Some other activities include:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

bird watching
beach-buggy rallies
four-wheel drive rallies
1000 hectare motorcycle park
orienteering
game bird shooting
horse trekking
cross country running
a deer hunting season
education forest tours for schools
outdoor education camps, etc.
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Soil Stabilisation

Sand is rapidly blown inland, destroying
pasture and farmland. Very fine grained sand
is easily wind borne.

Fences are constructed along the dunes
nearest the sea. They are made with two rows
of posts about a metre apart with dead brush
wired in place between them. Wind is slowed
by the brush and drops the sand behind the
fence - eventually burying it

The foredune is built up by the progressive
addition of more fences (usually a total of 4
or 5) which causes much more sand to be
deposited, burying each fence line in turn.

The wind force is now broken by the
foredune, which slows sand movement and
allows planting to begin further inland.

Once the foredune is established, planting of hardy vegetation can begin.
Marram grass and tussock are planted to help stabilize the sand, ready for more
productive planting.
32
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Forestry
After the foredune has been built up and
marram grass grown, lupin bushes are planted
(they supply nitrogen to the soil which assists
the trees' growth)
Year 1

Young pine trees are planted amongst the lupin
after it has been crushed down (by bulldozing).
1050 stems are planted per hectare.
Years 2 - 3

As the trees (mostly radiata pine) grow,
lower branches are pruned away to keep the
trunks straight and to remove knots.
Years

4-15

Many of the closely sown trees are felled to
make more space for the others. (This young
wood is used for chips, paper making and
fence posts)
Years

15

Pruning continues and still more trees
are removed, leaving only thebest.The
felled trees go to the sawmill
Year 25 - 30

The remaining trees are felled, and the
trunks taken to the sawmill. Little is wasted.
The cycle can now begin again.
Year 30

This long process is arelativelyshort one compared to other forestry rotations,
trees such as kauri, though producing higher quality wood, take several times
longer to grow to maturity.
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